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(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 12, 1963)

1. Introduction. L. Hiirmander in the note [2 proved the
following: For a differential operator L with constant coefficients
the uniqueness of solutions for the Cauchy problem does not hold in
the class C, if the initial plane is characteristic for L.

The object of this note is to prove the uniqueness of solutions
for the Cauchy problem, whose initial plane may be characteristic,
under the restriction of the class of possible solutions which belong
to {u; exp (- (1+ Ix l)/) u C’,((C).)} defined in the section 2. Let
R+ be the (l+,)-dimensional Euclidean space with coordinates (t, x)
=(t, x,..., x), and (m, m)-(m, m,. ., m) (m.2m; j=l,..., ) be an
appropriate real vector whose elements are positive integers. We
shall consider differential operators L of the form

(1.1) L= a,(t, x)
/+:=

(a,o(t,x)--l)

( (, ), x- ...,
-+..., l’[-/+...+./m)

where a,(t, x) belong to (t,)in [0, TR. Here we remark this
class is an extension of the result of S. Mizohata [6 and contains
the operators of the form

(1.2) L=(--1)’/+(--1 A,(t, x)

where sm and A(t,)$>O for [$[--1; see

2. Definitions and lemmas. We set the associated polynomials
L(t, , , $) of (1.1) for real vectors (, $)--(2, $,...,
(2.) L(, , , $)- a,(, )Z$ (a,0(, )-).

/m+l:ml=l

Let us define r-r()as a positive roo of he equation ar=-=/-1
=1

(0), and set K() {a } Then, we have
=1

(2.2) I/K()grx/=g/=K(), [a’"/ar()/= gC.:)K()-:.
The proof is given in [4, but in ghis case we must replace m by 2m.

We denoge by a function space

1) For these operators, ai(t) in (3.1) of this note are constants.
2) In what follows constants C are always positive.
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where ,1 (Fourier transform of u) u(t)

=u(t,)eCo,r() means that u(t) belongs to (C) and k-times continu-
ously differentiable in the topology of .

If we write for real vectors -(,..., )#0, L(t, ,
= (+0,(t, x, )) and define a matrix R by

hen, we ean write

(.8) L(t, , , --1 )- (+o,(t, , R-)f/); see

Definition 1. We call H a singular integral oerator of class

Cp with the symbol a(H) (, $)-- a(x)hr() (a() e, h($) e C0;

r-l, 2,...) if we have for every l, and

+/3x3 a(x)h() Q,, r-K($)- (-- 1, 2,...).
Then, for u e L-o .Hu is defined by

1 ’e4.e(H)(, )()d.
Definition 2. An operator A is defined by A()--A()() for

e, where A()eG( and for every satisfies the condition

If 20(x, V) (e C, for 7#0) is homogeneous of order zero in

V, then by [1] we can expand it as 20(x, )--a()ho,(). Hence, if we

set h($)- ho,($R- )(r- 1, 2,... ), we can write 20(x, SR-)-- a(x)h()

which becomes the symbol of an operator of class C; see [4]. Further-

more, if we set ($)-r($)TM, then by (2.2) we can define an operator
For the operators defined in the above definitions the following

lemma is easily verified by essentially same methods with [7] and
[8] if we remark 2mla’ml]l by assumption m2m (j=l,...,,).

Lemma 1. i) Let P be an operator of class C wih he real
valued symbol. Then PA--AP* is bounded in o.

ii) For H, H and H (eC), we have for any positive integer
p and q the following representations:

(2.4) H--H:H,A-NH[,, (HH--HoH)’ --HNH,
where H HeC and AH (OiNj<q) are bounded
in .

3) P* is the adjoint operator of P.
4) H1 H means an operator of class C with a(H H)=a(H)a(H).
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iii) For the operator H (eC) such as ]a(H)]3>O, we have

(2.5) II HAu II> 1__. [I HAu ll"-Cl] u II=2
Lemma 2. Let H--H(t) be a bounded operator defined in

and strongly continuous together vith its derivative in 0, T, and
for u, re(C)2 satisfy the conditions:

(2.6) ii) H’u, u))lge[lAu]+Cs-liul]
iii) (Hu,v)--(u,Hv) (self-adjoint).

Then, for the operator J--d/dt+(l+--la(t))H(t) (a(t)Co,r; real
valued) and u-u(t)C,r() such as u(O)-u(h)-O (O<hgT), we
have with --1+h-tf }- -llaullge+-= -lul(2.7) =11Jul ge Co -for a constant Co, suciently small h and every n(l).

Proof. We set u-v, then veC0,r(.) and v(O)=v(h)--O.

-’l]Ju[dt II (v’+g--1 aHv)+(Hv+nh-’-v)lledt

2Re (v’+-- 1 aHv, H"v+h--v) gt+ II gv+h--vll

and using ii) and iii) of (2.6) and v(O)-v(h)-O we can eontinue

+ (llgvll--2nh--llHvll Ilvll+nh--llvll dt

f(llll+C-’llll)dt r( -+ 4a kn
IIgvl +nh- llvll dt.

Now, if we set s-[Sn and apply i) of (2.6) to Hv, then remarking
-1/4 (Ogtgh) we have for sufficiently small h

-lljOull Ill,vii+ h- [ivlld,
8

s h-llvil-llvll+h-llvll and v--u, we get (2.7).
Q.g.D.

Lemma 3. Let H(t) (i--1,..., k) be class C with t as a
parameter and (k--1)-times eontinuously differentiable in 0, TJ, and

[(H-Hj)Io>0 (iY).
Then, setting =d/dt+H(t)A we have for constants C and C’ and

5) (,) means the inner product in L"(R’).
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+j/.s-/ -Aju

where J,,..., J-1 run all permutations from J1,"’, J.
Proof is essentially the same with that of Lemma 4 in
Lemma 4. Let H(t) (i--1,..., k) be the operators of Lemma 3.

Suppose for each H(t) there exists an operator H(t) which satisfies
the assumptions of Lemma 2 and

(2.9) [[(U(t)A--(l+/:l a(t))U2(t))uli2=C(llAu[[+[[u[I) (ueO)
for ome real valued function a(t)eC[,r. Then, for the operator
A--J. J (J--d/dt+HA; i--1,...,k) and ueC:,r(O) such as
d-/dtY-u(O)-d-/dt-u(h)-O (j--l,...,k), we get

h--) - Au dt(.o) -llAu

for a constant Co, suciently small h and eery nl.
erooL If we write J--(d/dt+(l+--laJH)+(HA--(l+g--la)

H2), then, by the assumption of H we can easily verify the inequality
(2.7) holds even for J. This means (2.10) holds for k--1. Next
estimating (J. J--J.....J)u by (2.4) we get

]J.. ..Ju

If we aply (.7) to eaeh (,,...,), we have

Nstimating (A,,...,--,,...,A) by (A) we aly emma
to the firs term, and for the seeond term we use (.10) relaeing
by (k--l) as the assumption of the induction. hen, we get (.10)
for suNeiently small h. .N.D.

3. Main theorems. Theorem 1. Let L be an operator defined
in (1.1). Suppose the associated polynomial L(t, x, , ) can be written
a8

(.) i(, , , ;- v Iv I-) (+(+g- a(t))0,(, , V)) (VV0)
i=1

where a(t) (eC,) and 2o,(t, x, ) (eC(,,),) for 0) are all real
valued functions, and 2o,(t, x, V)])0 and

](+g-I a(t))0,(, x, v)-(+4- a(t))0,(t, ,v)>0 (ivy) for
Then, we have for a constant C

(3.2) F-"llLull dtC h-(-’) ’
/+.:=/ 3,t,aX,.u t
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for suciently small h and every nl, where --lWh-lt and
uC,r(,) such as 3-V3t-u(O)=3-/3t-u(h)-O (j=l,..., m).

Proof. By the discussion of the previous section we can write

L(t, x, 2, J--1 $)-- (2+(1+--1 a(t))2o,(t, x, $R-)r/).
Now, we consider operators H and P of class C with a(H,)
=(l+J1 a(t))(o,(t, x, R-) and 20,(t, x, R-) respectively, and con-

sider an operator A defined by A()--r()/. Then, if we setH AP*PA,
using Lemma i fully we can verify each pair H and H satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 4. Hence, setting J-- d/dt+HA (i-- 1,. ., m)
we get (2.10) as k--re.

Consequently, estimating commutators we have

(3.3) -[[ Lull dt>C h-- -2n AJu dt.

As hr/hr/+l (Oaj) we have hAuh]]Au+u, and

Hence, by (3.3) we have for sueiently small

h up-’l[LulldtC,+.:m=_/ OtOx"
dt.

Replacing by m we get (3.2).
Theorem 2. Let L be an operator which satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 1.
Suppose u=u(t, x) belongs to L(R") with t as a parameter and

exp(-ro(X))u(t,x),C,r,(,) (to(X)-
Then, if u satisfies a differential inequality

(3.4) LuIC E -u
/+[,:ml_/

and initial conditions

., m,
u vanishes identically in

Proof. It is clear that ]8’/3X’ro(X)](a’m]gl) are uniformly
bounded, hence if we set v-exp (-ro(X))U, v also satisfies the condition
(3.4) and (3.5).

Take (t) C,r such that @(t)- 1 for 0 thi2 and zero for
3/4hgtgh, and set w=@v. Then, we can apply the inequality (3.2)
to w and get
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As Lw--Lv in 0, h/2, we use (3.4) for v and get

C -2 2

>=C h-2-
/+:=,-/2 3t3x"

u dt.

Hence, for sufficiently small fixed h we get

2
hi2

As -2(2/3)2 for h/2th and -2*(3/4)2 for Oth/3, we get

(8)’f C]l Lw dth--
2

] v]] dt. Lettingn we get v=u=O
/

on [0, h/3. Repeating this process we get u(t)O in [0, T. Q.E.D.
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